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We acknowledge that we are 
gathered in the territories of the 
Cree, Dakota, Lakoda, Nakoda, 
Déné, Saulteaux and 
Anishnaabe First Nations and 
the homeland of the Métis.

We also wish to acknowledge 
that our project is engaging 
with communities from sea to 
sea to sea, where First Nation, 
Métis and Inuit peoples’ 
relationships with the land 
continues to this day.
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Introduction
• Weaving our Wisdoms
• Land-based health interventions
• What is an HIV Older?

Treaty 7 Territory of the Blackfoot Confederacy
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“In this presentation, we are introducing the concept of HIV Olders to the IPHA community”



The WoW Study
Using a Land-Based Approach to Optimize Whole-istic

Health among Indigenous People Living with HIV



Land-Based 
Health 

Interventions 
for IPHAs

• Centres land as the foundation of 

Indigenous belief systems 

• Recognizes urban, rural, and remote 

land bases 

• Honours past, present, and future 

relationships with the land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
growing number of studies that consider the efficacy of land-based healing as health interventions specifically within the Indigenous community.“…being … knowledgeable on the land … re-establish[es] respectful relationships with self, one’s own body, resources from the land, one’s family and peers, ancestors and future generations, community, land, and neighbours” (Luig et al., 2011, p. ?)“…land simultaneously contributes to physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health in a variety of ways” (Wilson, 2003, p.88) “Urban is very important because the reality is many people had to leave their communities because they didn’t have the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual supports”Part of decolonizing means reconnecting to the land, social relations, knowledge, and language that come from the landWhat about Metis who don’t have a traditional land-base?Daily acts of renewal, through “…prayer, speaking our language, honoring your ancestors, etc” can offer different pathways for reconnecting with traditional land-based cultural practices (Corntassel, 2012, p. 89).



“It is a connection to 

something bigger 

than ourselves. It is 

a spiritual connection 

in the built up and 

natural environment” 

WSIKEM ‘Place of Clay’. WSÁNÉC Territory. 
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

WoW HIV Older, 2019



Teachings from 
the Whale Deck

What is an HIV Older?



Qualities of 
an HIV Older

Have transformed their anger into strength

Practices self-care

(Re)storing and (re)storying

Humble and curious

Reconciled their diagnosis with living life

Resilience

Honours Laughter

HIV Stewardship

Self-Compassion

Know traditional knowledge can optimize HIV wellness

KELȽOLEMEĆEN ‘Killer Whale’. WSÁNÉC Territory. 
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

Self-Determination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualities of an HIV OlderValue of peer-to-peer engagement in the IPHA contextWays traditional knowledge and ceremony can optimize HIV wellnessReconciled their diagnosis with living lifeResilienceHonours LaughterHIV StewardshipSelf-CompassionHave transformed their anger into strengthPractices self-care(Re)storing and (re)storyingHumble and curious



Being an Eagle
An HIV Older is a knowledge 

keeper of HIV history

QELEṈSEN ‘Bald Eagle’. BOḰEĆEN, WSÁNÉC Territory. 
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QELEṈSEN



“…as Olders, we can see trends, because we’re connected to 

community, we see where things are starting to happen, other 

organizations and medical practitioners might not even 

know…sometimes socialization things…sometimes we’re first on 

the ground to hear certain things.” WoW HIV Older, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer support Can advocateFirst responder



Walking with 
the Land

Building our Bundles

Treaty 7 Territory of the Blackfoot Confederacy
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to talk about how the presentations namesake is also the title of our paper that came out in the JOURNAL OF INDIGENOUS HIV RESEARCH which is an online publication curated by the AHA centre that I encourage you all to look at, and is specifically geared towards CBR and Indigenous HIV/AIDS service organizations and IPHAs



The WoW 
Gathering

Co-develop a strategy with 
IPHAs to integrate land-
based healing with HIV 

wellness

Introduce and 
build research 
capacity in the 

IPHA 
community

Learn from 
IPHAs what they 
think the role of 

an older is

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Olders will be responsible to design and deliver interventions rooted in land-based teachings that will



In Summary

• Land-based health interventions can 

contribute to whole-istic wellness for IPHAs

• HIV Olders can support this journey

• IPHAs have a strong voice in the HIV 

wellness movement

Secwépemc Territory
Photo courtesy of Rollie Haselden

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secwepemc Territory. Photo courtesy of Rollie HaseldenRespects their HIV journeySupports and advocates for IPHAS and GIPAValues peer-to-peer engagementHonours traditional knowledge and ceremony as a path to optimizing wellness as an intervention



Thank you
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